Abstract: An encoder-dependent video cut detection algorithm is proposed. Based on the inertia property of natural videos, the proposed algorithm detects video cuts in the video-coding loop by making use of the intermediate results of video compression. Experiments show that the detection performance of the proposed algorithm is quite good as compared to previous works, and when it is integrated with the coder, not only is the content accessibility of the output code stream improved but also the compression ratio is improved. The authors regard this inertia-based algorithm as a step towards the integration of video compression and content-based video retrieval.
Introduction
Driven by the explosive growth of the Internet, the demand for :storage and transmission of various kinds of visual infoimation is rapidly increasing. How to integrate, process, organise, summarise and index visual information in a semantically meaningful manner becomes the critical problem in building a large-scale video database. Traditional works' on textual annotation and retrieval are obviously not adequate or efficient for managing such rich-content visual information. In recent years, the content-based approach has been studied with more and more attention to building an efficient video retrieval system. People from various communities contributed to development in this new research direction. The goal of the corresponding research is to represent video content by structurally organised visual features so that people can browse and retrieve the video sequences in a video database more effectively and efficiently.
In general, a content-based video retrieval system first segments the video sequences in a video database into successive shots in the temporal domain, then extracts and selects key objects, key frames or key fragments to abstract the videos. In the next step, structural indexes of the database are generated and a user interface is designed. When users query the database by examples or by descriptions, the system processes the queries and retrieves the database automatically or interactively so that users can browse the visual contents of interest. We can see from this flow that the process of shot-boundary detection is the first but yet important step for a content-based video retrieval system. Only after segmenting a video sequence into shots, can the video abstraction and index generation steps follow sequentially.
The purpose of shot-boundary detection is to detect boundaries between camera shots, where a video sequence transfers from one scene to another within a small number of frames. Normally, shot boundaries can be divided into two classes based on the video production procedure as well as the changing duration: cut (or abrupt transition) and gradual transition (such as fades, dissolves and wipes). In this paper, we will focus on the problem of cut detection. One reason is that, from the viewpoint of video compression, a cut frame corresponds to an abrupt content change with higher energy in the displaced frame difference (DFD) field than other scene changes.
In the literature, different kinds of cut detection algorithms have been developed. In summary, we can classify the algorithms into two categories. The first category detects video cuts based on the uncompressed video data, in which the most commonly used approaches include histogram-based [ 1, 21, motion-based [3] and contourbased algorithms [4] . Recently, some people have also tried to use phase correlation in the frequency domain to detect video cuts [5, 61. In [7] , Fernando et al. proposed to detect cuts based on the assumption of uniform secondorder statistics over an image. Furthermore, in order to control and improve the detection performance, some advanced methods such as the cut detection algorithm with constant false-alarm ratio [8] were developed. Although these algorithms were proved to be effective, they were designed independent of the video coder. Thus, they can hardly utilise the intermediate information produced in the video-coding loop. When dealing with compressed data in constructing a video database, computation-intensive decoding operations, either complete or partial, are required for the tasks of extracting visual features.
In order to utilise more information produced by the video coder, algorithms in the second category [9-1 I] , that detect cuts based on the compressed data, were developed. Such algorithms detect cuts by analysing the patterns of the macroblocks as well as the distributions of the discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients and motion vectors in the compressed bit stream. Although these works avoid repeated calculations to some extent, they still face some problems. First, because they only make use of the lossy compressed data, the detection performance will be degraded. Secondly, they cannot escape from a problem called 'dependently decoding'. When the cut detected resides in a P-or B-frame, more frames need decoding for the display and manipulation of the cut frame. From the above discussions, we would say that for both categories, some computations due to the separation of cut detection and video compression are wasted at either the detecting or the browsing phase.
To tackle this problem, one of the possible solutions is to integrate the cut detection unit with the video coder and embed the cut information into the compressed video stream. On the one hand, the integrated cut detection algorithm can use the intermediate results of the video coder more freely, and on the other hand, if each cut frame detected is encoded with the intra-coding technique, the problem of dependent decoding is solved. However, this idea will introduce another problem. Because the video coder itself is computation-intensive, the integrated cut detection algorithm should not introduce observable additional computations in order not to influence the performance of the video coder. Based on the above considerations, in this paper, we propose a new video cut detection algorithm. By utilising the inertia property of a natural video, this algorithm can be closely inserted in existing video coders. Before motion estimation of the current frame, the proposed algorithm can determine whether it is a cut with very simple computations based on the spatial and motion information of the previous frames. Also, we develop a corresponding video coding framework, in which each detected cut frame is encoded using intra-coding, and the information of its location is additionally stored in an auxiliary stream. When constructing the video database, the job of the video analysis tool is simplified because it can directly make use of the shot boundary information in the auxiliary stream without computational stream analysis and feature extraction. Moreover, as illustrated by our experiments, the compression performance of the video coder is also improved as motion continuity is guaranteed in such motioncompensated video coders by using our approach.
inertia-based video cut detection
Previous works on cut detection show that by introducing motion compensation the cut detection algorithms can be more robust and accurate. However, as the cut detection operations are carried out after motion compensation, if we finally encode the cut frame with the intra-coding technique as it should be done, the computations for motion estimation and compensation, the most intensive computations in the coding loop, are wasted. To solve this problem, we propose an alternative way based on motion inertia, which detects cut frames based on motion information but does not require motion estimation and compensation.
Inertia is a natural'eproperty of any object in the world. When the video camera is capturing the same scene, the objects in it will obey the inertia law. In other words, if an object is stationary, it will tend to keep stationary if no external force is put on it. Also, if an object is moving in a direction, it will most probably continue to move along that direction in the following few frames. However, when a cut occurs, the inertia law is broken. In this sense, the maintenance of inertia is a good feature for detecting an abrupt shot change.
The main task of this Section is to find a good way to represent and measure to what degree the inertia law holds. The block diagram of the developed approach is shown in Fig. 1 . By use of this algorithm, information about cuts is extracted ahead of motion estimation and compensation.
Inertia-based motion pre-compensation
In most block-based video coders, a video frame I;, is represented by a set of blocks as follows:
where i and j are block indices, Wand H denote the width and height of the image, respectively, and M x M is the block size. The motion of b,(i, j ) is represented by its motion vector, i.e.
where A.xn(i, j ) and Ayn(i, j ) are the displacements of the (i,j)th block from frame n -1 to frame n in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. As the time interval between two successive frames is quite short, we can assume that the objects will move with inertia from one frame to the next. With this assumption, each block b,-,(k, l) in F,-, can be expected to move with the motion vecLor mvnPl(k, l) to somewhere in frame n (denoted by b,(k, I>). This operation is called a precompensation process, by the use of whkh, an inertiabased reconstructed image (denoted by Fn) is obtained before motion estimation of frame n. The process of precompensation is illustrated in Fig. 2 . From the Figure, we can see that there are three situations to be considered. First, any block moving into FZ may be.overlapped with other blocks, that is, there may be some pixels (called 'overlapped pixels') coming from more than one bl2ck in the previous frame. Secondly, collection of blocks b,(k, I) may not fill up the whole frame space so that some regions remain unfilled. Pixels in the unfilled regions are called 'unfilled pixels'. Lastly, some pixels in b,(k, I) may go beyond the frame boundary and they are called 'overflowed pixels'. Considering these cases, F, can be represented by
wheref,*(p, q ) is the ( p , q)th pixel. OL, UF and OF denote the set of indices for overlapped pixels, unfilled pixels and overflowed pixels, respectively. In the following descrip- tions, we will use the symkol MCount to represent the actual number of pixels in F, (excluding the pixels in OL, UF and OF).
Modified histogram difference
When a cut occurs, the inertia motion assumption is broken. Thus the pre-compensated image will be distinguished from the cuzrent frame. The colour histogram difference between F, and F, will be quite large. Also, the motion estimation and compensation technique will be less effective at shot boundaries. If the motion vectors of the previous frame are not well regulated the pixel number Mcount in the pre-compensation frame will be small. 
Adaptive threshold for cut detection
In our proposed cut detection algorithm, a thresholding strategy is developed so as to adapt to the characteristics of the video sequence. After a cut is detected at frame nl , as illustrated in Fig. 3 , the average histogram differences of the following frames are calculated one after another C,(Fn, F:) is compared to cy (n -I), if then a cut is declared at frame n. p is another experimental parameter. Due to the usage of the past n -nl frames' information, the detection performance can be improved. The proposed cut detection algorithm only depends on the motion parameters of the previous frame. No motion estimation and compensation are necessary when judging whether the current frame is a cut or not. This helps the proposed cut detection algorithm to be gluelessly integrated with the video coder.
Motion-compensated video coder with cut detection
In this Section, we develop a new coding framework for a motion-compensated video coder to show how the cut detection unit is inserted in the coding loop. The block diagram of the proposed video coder is shown in Fig. 4 .
From the Figure, we can see the following differences between the proposed video coder and traditional video cut detection unit coders with motion-compensated predictive coding (MCPC) and DCT transform. First, a cut detection unit is present at the entrance of the proposed coder, which detects cuts with the help of buffered reconstructed frames and motion vectors. Secondly, an auxiliary stream is used to store the information of shot boundaries so as to increase the content accessibility of the output of the coder. Thirdly, the frames that should be coded using intra-coding are determined by the block 'P-rate controller'. This block treats all cut frames as being intra-coded in order to guarantee the independent decodability. Also, from the previous I-frame onwards it accumulates the energy of the buffered motion vector field frame by frame. Once the accumulated energy exceeds a threshold, the current frame will also be encoded with the intra-coding technique because enough dynamics have been introduced and if transmission error occurs, the video cannot be reconstructed well using the normal error concealment method. Besides, it obeys the general restriction of group of picture (GOP) length. At lease one I-frame should be present among every P-RATE (an experimental parameter) successive P-frames. It is meaninghl to compare the function of our P-rate controller with that in traditional variable GOP-length video coders [12-141. In [12] , an embedded I-frame determination unit is also involved in the video-coding loop. The unit creates a prediction for every frame and counts the number of blocks in the frame that need to be intra-coded based on the result of motion compensation. Frames that have a large number of intracoded blocks are classified as I-frames. When the frame is finally intra-coded, all the computations for motion estimation and compensation are wasted. Similarly, other variable GOP-length coding methods normally perform motion estimation and compensation in order to determine whether the frame is intra-coded or not, whereas our scheme detects cuts before motion estimation. Now, let us consider a common case in the traditional video coder. Suppose that frame n ] is a physical cut but not encoded as an intra-frame, while frame n is not a cut but encoded by the intra-coding technique. Comparatively, with the proposed coder, frame nl will be encoded as an intra-frame while frame n is encoded using the inter-coding technique. The sizes of the output stream of the traditional coder for frames n and nl , are denoted by T(n,) and T(n), and those of the proposed scheme by N(nl) and N(n), respectively. Because frame nl is a cut, the energy of DFD and the motion vector field will be quite high. In fact, most of the present video coding algorithms will encode some of the blocks in such a frame by the intra-coding technique. Thus T(n,) may be only a little smaller than N(nl). However, frame n is not a cut. If we encode it as an interframe, the size of the code stream will be very small. That is to say, T(n) will be much larger than N(n). The final effect is that N(n,)+N(n) will be smaller than T(nl) + T(n), which indicates that the new coding scheme results in a higher compression ratio. Therefore, our proposed scheme can improve not only the content accessibility but also the compression ratio of the video coder, which will be demonstrated in the following Section.
Simulation results and discussions
In this Section, three kinds of experiments are carried out to test the performance of the proposed algorithms. Windows XP running on a 1.6 GHz Pentium IV PC is used for the simulation platform. Three CIF-format video sequences (available at ftp://msplab.ee.tsinghua.edu.cn/) with nearly 100000 frames are used to test the cut detection performance: 'Shakespeare in Love', 11 837 frames and 121 cuts; 'The Others', 27 599 frames, 169 cuts and five gradual transitions; 'News 1 ', 57 462 frames, 303 cuts and 34 gradual transitions. The first two sequences are extracted from video CDs, which contain medium motions, and the luminance level all over the sequences is relatively low; the third one is a standard MPEG-7 test sequence which contains various local and global motions and many gradual transitions. The ground truths of cut occurrences in 'The Others' and 'Shakespeare in Love' are labelled by human beings, while that of News1 is provided within the MPEG-7 CD. The following criteria are used to evaluate the performance of video cut detection.
where Ncorrect.detect is the number of cuts correctly detected, Nmzss-detect is the number of misdetected cuts and Nfalse.alarm represents the number of false alarms.
In the first experiment, the sensitivity of the experimental parameters to the detection performance for our proposed algorithm is investigated. When we vary the parameter with fixed a, the simulation results are shown in Fig. 5 . We find from the results that the detection performance is insensitive to the value of a.
In the second step, the proposed inertia-based cut detection algorithm with c ( = 1.2 (denoted as 'inertia' in Fig. 6 ) is compared with five representative cut detection algorithms proposed previously, which include the global luminance histogram method [ 11 (denoted as H-l), the global hue histogram method [15] (denoted as H-2), the motion compensation based algorithm [3] (denoted as M-l), the statistics based algorithm [7] (denoted as S-1) and the algorithm with constant false-alarm ratio ( N = 15, K = 14) [SI (denoted as C-I). The experimental results are as shown in Fig. 6 .
From the results, we can see that the performance of the proposed inertia-based cut detection algorithm is very good compared to the reference algorithms. Although detecting cuts before motion estimation, our method utilises motion information, in fact. Thus, it is reasonable that the detection result is better than for those algorithms without motion estimation, i.e. H-1, H-2 and S-1. For all sequences, the precision performance of our method is over 10% better than them. Also we find that although we do not rely on the motion compensation of the current frame, the detection performance is even better than M-1. 
Operating curves of the proposed algorithm as parameter
The reason lies in the fact that we utilise inertia information which is not used in the M-l algorithm. For the C-l algorithm, sometimes it performs better than our algorithm, but it is noted that the C-1 algorithm is much more Operating curves of different cut detection algorithms complex. Besides, our algorithm performs more stably on different sequences than the reference algorithms.
In the third step, in order to evaluate the contribution of the inertia-based cut detection unit and the P-rate controller to the compression performance, we compare the performance of our proposed video coder with a standard H.263 coder [16] . In this experiment, an additional test sequence Table 2 .
The experimental results show that, as we discussed in Section 3, intra-coding of cut frames can improve the compression performance of the video coder. For the new sequence, with a similar PSNR value, the new coder can achieve 3 -5% savings of bits per frame when compared with the conventional H.263 coder. Also, there are more or less similar savings of bits in each video shot. For the other three sequences, because the shot length is relatively longer, the ratio of cut frames to the total number of frames (about 1%, 0.6% and OS%, respectively) is much smaller than that of the new sequence (about 2.5%), thus the improvement of bit saving per frame is not so obvious. When we consider the saving in each video shot, the improvement is still comparable to that of the new sequence. Clearly, our proposed coder will be more effective when the sequence contains a greater number of video cuts. It should be noted that, here, H.263 is only a simulation environment. In fact, the proposed algorithm will also take effect in MPEG-1/2 too.
Finally, we investigate the computational complexity of our proposed algorithm. The inertia-based cut detection algorithm utilises the motion estimation results of the previous frame, and only memory copies are needed for the pre-compensation. Thus it needs no more significant computation than the algorithms based on histogram difference. As a result, it can be embedded in a video encoder and does not affect the real-time processing speed. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed an inertia-based video cut detection algorithm, which utilises the intermediate results in the video-coding loop and can be integrated with the video coder easily. Simulation results show that the cut detection algorithm is accurate enough, although it detects video cuts before the process of motion compensation. Its positive effect on the compression performance of the video coder is also proved in the experiments. In this way, we have achieved a meaningful step to the integration of video compression and content-based retrieval. For future work, we are integrating our newly proposed leaky-bucket-like key frame selection algorithm into the proposed video coder, so as to introduce even more content accessibility.
